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In 1958, Hannah Arendt published “The Crisis in Education” addressing what she considered to be the poor state of contemporary American education. While the causes of this educational crisis were identified as being part of much broader processes of social and political change, education stood out as the social arena where the effects of these transformations were most obvious. The lack of authority in modern societies, in particular, was one of the most manifest symptoms of the crisis in education. Arendt claimed that this lack of authority eroded the fundamental relation between teacher and student and the mutual trust necessary for safeguarding the social position of the teacher. In this paper, we aim to use Arendt’s concept of authority in order to diagnose a current crisis in Swedish education, and to argue that this may help us understand the role of the teacher from a perspective that is missing in the current debate on Swedish education.

The Swedish Crisis in Education

Over the past fifteen years there has been a considerable decline in the test results of Swedish 15-year-old students as measured by the OECD’s PISA evaluations. Notwithstanding the flaws of such evaluations, these results have given rise to a heated political debate concerning the possible causes and remedies of what has been referred to as a growing crisis in Swedish education. This growing crisis, also known as “PISA-shock,” has been accentuated by the fact that it clashes with a deeply rooted national idea of Sweden “as an ideal for school development in western countries.” In fact, the OECD’s Director responsible for PISA, Andreas Schleicher, recently stressed that “across the world, Sweden was once seen by many as a model for high quality education, and it possesses many of the ingredients to become that again.”

The public debate about the current crisis in Swedish education has centered around divergent views on how to best organize education so as to reinstate the Swedish educational system as a model of effective learning and a guarantor of social equality. Despite these divergent views, there is agreement on what the problems are: decreasing student performance and increasing inequality between schools. With regard to the suggested solutions, however, two very different images emerge. These images are conceptualized as incompatible positions related to the age-old division between educational “progressivists” and educational “traditionalists.”

It becomes clear from this debate that there is more at stake here than the actual results of Swedish students in skills such as reading and mathematics. Rather, it indicates a more thoroughgoing crisis in the public view of what education is fundamentally about or what it ought to be about. As such, the debate in Sweden may be conceived as part of an international and historical debate on the purpose of education. In this sense, we may approach the crisis in Swedish education in a way...
similar to how Hannah Arendt addressed the crisis in education in the United States in the 1950s. She wrote:

Certainly, more is involved here than the puzzling question of why Johnny can’t read. Moreover, there is always a temptation to believe that we are dealing with specific problems confined within historical and national boundaries of importance only to those immediately affected. Arendt perceived the problem of education to be part of a greater crisis in modern politics, in which the concepts of authority and tradition no longer provided the foundation they once did. Consequently, Arendt established that “[t]he problem of education in the modern world lies in the fact that by its very nature it cannot forego either authority or tradition, and yet must proceed in a world that is neither structured by authority nor held together by tradition.”

The notion of Swedish education as an international ideal stems in part from the central role given to education within the construction of the post-world war Swedish welfare state, when traditional conservative ideals gave way to progressive values such as democracy, social justice, and equality. In this context, education became a key political instrument for eradicating social inequalities and dismantling traditional hierarchical structures. More specifically, this involved a turn towards student-centered education and collective learning focused on the internal motivation of students, and away from standardized teaching that emphasized individual learning. Thus, the traditional roles of teacher and student were blurred. In the construction of this new and equal society, values such as authority and tradition became associated with the inequalities of the class structures of the past. The eradication of class differences was to be achieved by way of a centralized bureaucratic system capable of delivering an equal education that could compensate for social differences among students. However, in the 1980s and 1990s, this bureaucratic model faced criticism due to its inherent rigidity, which made the educational system insensitive to local needs and thereby hindering democratic participation. It was also ineffective, expensive, and hard to govern. During this period, the rise of New Public Management emerged on to the international political arena as an unexpected solution to these perceived difficulties. Even if it seemed to be a far cry from the Swedish social democratic model, the NPM-model offered a way by which the public sector could be efficiently decentralized. In addition, the introduction of choice and of private actors into welfare provision was perceived to increase the level of citizen participation. In the context of education, this meant a historic shift from a highly centralized and regulated system to one of the most deregulated educational systems in the world.

In the wake of processes of marketization of education, measurements such as the OECD’s PISA evaluations have become influential markers of success in the global educational market. In this context, the decreasing test results of Swedish students during the 2000s became a political problem. One of the deficiencies of Swedish education, highlighted by the OECD, concerned a lack of discipline among Swedish students, in various forms, such as high levels of absenteeism. This was used by the then Swedish Minister of Education as an argument for the need to restart a political discussion about the need for increased discipline and the promotion of individualised learning in schools. In this way, the Minister challenged some of the core values
of the progressive foundation and methods of Swedish education, and reignited the conflict between “progressivists” and “traditionalists” in the public debate.

**Arendt’s Concept of Authority and Teaching**

The attention paid to improving discipline in schools can be seen as an attempt to reinstate the traditional authority of the teacher and the clear-cut roles of teacher and student that were dismantled during the heyday of Swedish progressive education. This brings us back to the question of what authority is and how it relates to education in general. In her 1954 essay “What is Authority?,” Arendt begins by establishing what authority has come to be associated with, namely, force and coercion on the one hand, and persuasion and argumentation on the other. But this is not what authority is. Proper authority, Arendt claims, rests with common notions grounded in a foundational structure, such as “[t]he word of God, the law of nature, or Platonic ideals.”

In a world deprived of these foundational structures, there is nothing tangible to hinge authority on, leaving teachers (and other authoritative figures) with few options other than to establish their necessary authority through either coercion or persuasion. But this is not authority, Arendt claims: “authority precludes the use of external means of coercion; where force is used, authority itself has failed.”

Obedience enforced through violence is not dependent upon “a force external and superior to its own power … against which [its] power can be checked,” thus making it into a form of tyranny. Whereas “the tyrant rules in accordance with his own will and interest,” the authoritarian ruler is always bound by a force external to him- or herself. On the other hand, the problem with establishing authority by way of persuasion is that persuasion “presupposes equality and works through a process of argumentation.” This can never lend itself as a model for an authoritarian relation since such a relation is hinged upon an incontestable hierarchical order legitimized and recognized by “the one who commands” as well as “the one who obeys”, and in which they “both have their predetermined stable place.”

Olivier Michaud sums up Arendt’s understanding of authority well:

> For Arendt, authority is the power that exists outside of violence and argumentation. It takes its force from two sources: on the one hand, individuals must freely recognize it as legitimate; and, on the other hand, it points toward something superior from which it receives its legitimacy (for example, God or tradition).

Taking a cue from Arendt’s concerns about the disappearance of true authority from the modern world and her contention that education provides the most obvious example of the deleterious effects of this unfortunate development, it is necessary to investigate, in more detail, the relationship between authority and teaching. Traditionally, teaching and authority are bound together in the sense that the role of the teacher is conditioned by his or her recognized authority “as a trained expert and representative of the community.” In this context, it is important to note that the authority of the teacher traditionally rests upon the trust of the community, which appoints the teacher as a custodian of its foundational traditions and beliefs. The role of authority in this sense is “essentially positive and constructive rather than negative and limiting.”

This, of course, presupposes the homogeneity of the community and its culture. In a diverse community that represents many different traditions and systems of belief,
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it will be considerably more difficult to posit a unanimous foundation from which to derive authority. Nevertheless, recent contributions to the debate stress the necessity of reinstating the authority of the teacher within a pluralistic democratic framework.\textsuperscript{22}

Arguing that Arendt’s concept of authority offers a viable basis for democratic education, Gordon takes care to distinguish her notions from what he calls the mainstream conservative view of education. This view has been criticized for the tendency to foster “students who are passive, disciplined, and content rather than ones that can question, doubt, and think for themselves.”\textsuperscript{23} In contrast to this view, Gordon argues that Arendt’s brand of conservatism avoids the pitfalls of this criticism by advocating a conception of authority that aims toward the emancipation of students. Two important aspects, however, condition this process of emancipation:

First is the idea that the democratic aim of enhancing children’s creativity and initiative cannot be achieved unless teachers instruct the young about the cultural traditions of the past. The reason is that it is impossible to critique, change, and renew the world without being thoroughly familiar with it first… Likewise, creativity and innovation are truly significant only in relation to the world that came before them.\textsuperscript{24}

For Arendt, in other words, it makes no sense to preserve the past for the sake of tradition itself. Instead, tradition functions as the necessary point of departure for thinking the world anew. This requires that the teacher assumes responsibility for introducing the student to the world as it is (and its traditions) while at the same time taking care to cultivate the student’s potential to renew the world. Drawing from different philosophical sources, Kitchen reaches similar conclusions:

One of the greatest obstacles of the endeavor to reinstate authority within the bounds of modern democratic education may be perceived to be the anti-authoritarianism of the influential movement of progressive education. According to Mintz: “[t]he early principles of the progressive movement in education included broadening the curriculum, aligning it to the needs of diverse students, and using schooling to democratize society.”\textsuperscript{25} One of the major strategies for democratizing schools was the move from teacher- and subject-centered education to student-centered education. This, in turn, demanded the democratization of the very relation between teacher and student, eroding the hierarchical structure necessary for upholding authority (in the Arendtian sense).

While the deconstruction of such a hierarchical order may be considered desirable from the point of view of a larger project of educational democratization, it may also, however, have some undesirable and unexpected effects with regard to the roles of teacher and student. A teacher deprived of his/her natural claim to authority is left either to try to reclaim authority by means of coercion and force, or to abandon authority altogether in favor of constant negotiations over the means and ends of education, where all parties involved (students, parents, politicians, etc.) have an equal say in the matter. In the absence of recognized authority, a polyphony of opinions struggle over the right to define what education is and what it should be about. In this context,
the role of the teacher becomes that of the mediator, left with the unrewarding task of trying to satisfy a number of different (and sometimes incompatible) needs and desires simultaneously. It may be argued that such developments (strengthened by the marketization of education) have helped shape a common view of the teacher as self-sacrificing and incompetent when left to his/her own devices. As Higgins has argued, the notion of the teacher as, above all, an altruistic provider of services makes for a “weak” concept in so far as teaching is then reduced to a “helping profession” that is “unsustainable and ultimately undesirable because it tends to collapse into asceticism and lead to ‘teacher burnout’.”27 In the context of educational marketization, another unfortunate effect of conceiving education as a service to be provided is the commodification of education. The progressive ideal of student-centeredness lends itself well to the logic of a consumer-oriented educational model, currently championed by influential international organizations such as the OECD.

The student as consumer stands out as another unfortunate effect of the erosion of teacher authority. The problem inherent in the consumer-model is that a customer, by definition, seeks out a given service or product in order to satisfy an already identified need or desire with a certain preconceived solution in mind. If you are in the market for a new house, for instance, you have a certain conception of what a house should look like in order to correspond with your expectations. You may have a certain number of bedrooms in mind, or a certain garden size, etc. The point is, we judge the appropriateness of the object of our desires in relation to our preconceived ideals in order to make an informed decision. In education, however, the very notion that we already know what we want or desire is at odds with the image of education as an introduction into a world not yet fully known to the student. As a student, I do not know what I need, which in turn is the reason for why I need to be educated in the first place. For this reason, education is partly about overcoming temporary desires so as to be able to assume responsibility for our common world. Mintz argues that contemporary education suffers from a “widely held belief that frustration, confusion, distress, and other painful moments in education inhibits learning,” and results in “contemporary classrooms in which students are denied meaningful challenges and deprived of important educational experiences.”28 This problem seems to be an integral part of student-centered education to the extent that a focus on satisfying students’ expressed needs risks leading teachers to shy away from exposing students to difficult challenges, in order to guarantee “that they can feel successful and not be discouraged.”29

One way of understanding this development is through the unexpected alignment of progressivist ideals (such as student-centered education) and educational marketization (exemplified by the student as consumer). While this appears unexpected – in the sense that progressivists tend to view education as a vehicle for political transformation rather than an instrument of economic interests or market ideologies – there is a sense in which the focus on students’ influence, within both of these tendencies, benefits from the erosion of traditional authority. From the perspective of liberal economics, this accords well with the notion of free choice in the marketplace. From the perspective of progressive education it serves the ideal
of the school as an arena for practicing democracy, equality, and the autonomy of the individual freed from the constraints of tradition.

In Sweden, the close connection between student-centered education and the influence of a liberal economic logic within education is evident, for example, in the rise of government-sponsored educational programs such as “entrepreneurial learning.” Entrepreneurial learning emerges as a fusion of traditional progressive values, such as social responsibility, student-centeredness, creativity, and internal motivation, with a logic that transforms such values into assets for creating business-minded and competitive students capable of “utilizing opportunities and changes as well as developing and creating values – personal, cultural, social or economic.” While this model has succeeded in combining the values of progressive education with the interests of educational marketization, it has not, however, yielded the anticipated improvement in academic results, as is evident in the Swedish PISA results of the 2000s. What is lacking from both of these accounts of education is a robust concept of authority. As indicated above, progressive education and market ideologies both profit from the dismantling of traditional social hierarchies so as to be able to put the desires of the student/consumer - rather than the teacher’s responsibility for the continuation of the world - at the center of the educational enterprise.

The fact that these new models of progressive education – such as programs for entrepreneurial learning – have proved unsuccessful in international tests, combined with the highlighted lack of discipline among Swedish students, has resulted in a political demand for the reinstatement of traditional schooling. Traditional schooling, in this context, was interpreted as stricter classroom discipline (including strictly enforced codes of conduct) and a renewed focus on teacher- and subject-centered teaching and individual learning. As many of the suggestions hinged on the introduction of various disciplinary sanctions, this could be interpreted as a tacit appeal to the kind of mainstream conservative view discussed by Gordon above. The problem with this, as argued by Rosenow, is that disciplinary sanctions “are not an educational means but an administrative device.” This places the teacher in a “vicious circle which forces him or her to exercise authority in a way which corrodes the very rationale of this authority and ultimately brings about its collapse.” As we have seen, authority – in an Arendtian sense – is incompatible with coercion by force, as it renders the teacher not so much as a natural authority to be respected and emulated, but a government official to be obeyed without question.

**Final Thoughts**

Against the background of this brief discussion, it appears that the current crisis in Swedish education, manifested in declining results in the PISA evaluations, cannot be resolved by clinging ever tighter to the progressive ideal of student-centered education or by appealing to the need for increased classroom discipline and a mainstream conservative view of knowledge transmission. Student-centered education is problematic, as it inevitably leads to an educational system propelled by persuasion and negotiation resulting from the lack of a clear hierarchical structure. Student-centered education presupposes an equal relationship between teacher and student, when the very notion of education, arguably, rests on the distinction between
these two different roles. The mainstream conservative view, on the other hand, falls prey to the fallacy of enforcing teacher authority through coercion, which as Arendt points out, cancels out the very idea of authority itself. As such, the need for coercion is a symptom of the absence of authority rather than a means by which to instate it.

Using an Arendtian framework to diagnose the Swedish crisis in education, indicates that – much like in the United States in the 1950s – we are concerned with a more general crisis of authority. Consequently, the task ahead is to establish a viable concept of authority for a pluralistic democratic society, in relation to which the roles of teacher and student can become meaningful and be conceived as integral parts of a common educational project. Such a project needs to be founded on the teacher’s ability to present the world as it is, so that students can form knowledge about this world in order to be able to change it. This, of course, presupposes a bond of trust between teacher and student based on society’s trust in the teacher as its appointed representative. Also, such trust needs to be founded on some kind of shared set of beliefs, aimed at the continuation of a democratic community rather than some kind of laissez-faire individualism manifested in the image of the student as a consumer in an educational market. It is important to note, however, that schools are not democratic in themselves. The teacher cannot simply be understood as one of many equal voices in the classroom. Instead, the teacher must be granted full authority to introduce the student to the world as it is without being forced to succumb to either strategies of coercion or negotiations.

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to answer the question of what a viable concept of authority in a pluralistic democratic society such as Sweden might be, it is nevertheless clear that Arendt’s concept of authority offers a possible explanation of why progressive education, as well as more traditionally conservative views on education, fail to construct a viable notion of the role of the teacher. Paradoxically, the importance of restoring the social status of the teacher is a recurring argument in the debates about how to salvage the failing educational system. In the light of this, Arendt can help us to see that the problem of the social status of the teacher cannot be solved instrumentally by increasing the disciplinary power of teachers, but must be addressed as a more foundational problem concerning the basis of authority in a pluralistic society.
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